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Abstract 
Now a days universal serial bus(USB) has supported a wide variety of devices from 

keyboard, mouse, flash memory device, game peripheral. In addition, user applications 

demand a higher performance connection between the PC and network device . In this paper 

mainly focusing on high speed network device connects to host for exchanging Ethernet 

frames to achieve  higher data rate through universal serial bus. By using Ethernet emulation 

model, we can  encapsulate multiple Ethernet frames and transfer through universal serial 

bus. Although there are configurations in which a high speed Linux device may need little 

more than Ethernet host side drivers. We use the ARM-8 cortex processor in device side and 

also RS-232 cable  used for checking the data transfer details of the device in the host.  

 

 

Index Terms- Embedded device, Linux pc, ARM 8-Cortex processor, USB 2.0 , Rs232 

cable.. 

 

1.Introduction 
 

The impact of wireless communication and networking is obviously significant and growing. 

The design objective is to build the connection and data transfer between Host and Embedded 

Device . In this paper both  USB[1] interface and RS 232 cable interface available, now a 

days these two cables are using world wide in various fields.USB cable is used to connect the 

Host to device for data transfer between host and device and vice versa. where  as Serial 

cable is used to  check the data transfer details of Device in the Host.  Over the last decade, 

the applications of wireless and cellular devices have expanded rapidly. To allow the 

appropriate class driver to manage that data, the host is presented with one or more interfaces, 

as specified for that class and This is explained by communication device class[2]. In 

Ethernet  control model[3]specification, either host or device send single packet transfer 

through the universal serial bus. By transferring single packet each time, the time taken by 

the processor increases, throughput decreases and over head on USB increases. Ethernet 

Emulation model specification will be the better choice than the Ethernet Control Model. In 

this paper mainly focusing on how the network devices connected to host for higher data 

rates .Here we will discuss how the data transmitted through USB and how the packets 

encrypted and  decrypted  at sender and receiver and vice versa. Ethernet Emulation model 

(EEM) Subclass is a protocol by which USB hosts and devices can exchange Ethernet frames 

eficiently.EEM is intended to be used with high speed network attachments. This 
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specification builds with improvements to support much higher data rates are Multiple 

Ethernet frames can be encapsulated into single USB transfer. As the network operators 

prepare to roll out LTE and WIMAX communications, handset design are turning to network 

communications models to outperform yesterdays modem based data communications. 

Although there are configurations in which a high speed Linux device may need little more 

than Ethernet host side drivers. By using Linux operating system to write the code for host 

and device and connect each other using universal serial bus. In below sections will explain 

the frames aggregation, sending and receiving Ethernet frames details.   
 

 

 
      

                                   Figure1.Block diagram 

 

 

2. SYSTEM DIAGRAM 

 
The connectivity between host and device shown in figure1. In this section mainly explains 

personal computer act as Host. Before applications can communicate with a device, the host 

needs to learn about the device and assign a driver. Enumeration is the exchange of 

information that accomplishes these tasks. The process includes assigning an address to the 

device, reading descriptors from the device, assigning and loading a driver, and selecting a 

configuration that specifies the device’s power requirements and interfaces. The device is 

then ready to transfer data. The host sends the request to device address 00h, endpoint zero. 

Because the host enumerates only one device at a time, only one device will respond to 

communications addressed to device address 00h even if several devices attach at once. 

Ethernet Emulation Model (EEM) is a specification for inexpensive and efficient transport of 

Ethernet frames across the USB bus. EEM prepends the Ethernet frame (Ethernet header, 

payload, and CRC) with a small header to enable concatenation of frames within a USB 

transfer. EEM enables the leveraging of the extensive infrastructure that is implemented 

above Ethernet in USB hosts. How the corresponding network infrastructure layered above 

Ethernet is implemented within the device is beyond the scope of this specification. The 

figure 2 show the Ethernet emulation model functionality. EEM function have unique MAC  

address [4]. The process by which a USB Host examines a USB Device before enabling it for 

use. The host reads various descriptors[5] from the device and uses information from them to 

match the device with possible USB Drivers. Once a driver has accepted the device, the host 

performs a set configuration (enables the device), and the device becomes configured and 

ready for use. 
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                                         Figure2.Functional diagram  

 

2.1 EMBEDDED DEVICE : 

Device is a logical or physical entity that performs a function. The actual entity described 

depends on the context of the reference. At the lowest level, device may refer to a single 

hardware component. At a higher level, it may refer to a collection of hardware components 

that perform a particular function, such as a USB interface device. At an even higher level, 

device may refer to the function performed by an entity attached to the USB. In figure 3 

shows that the Device structure. The Device also works like computer. The Device 

implementation in this paper is composed of POP CPU/memory chip. Processor TI DM3730 

Processor - 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8, HD capable  TMS320C64x+ core (800 MHz up 

to 720p @30 fps),Imagination Technologies power VR SGX 2D/3D graphics processor 

supporting dual independent displays,512 MB LPDDR RAM,  4 GB micro SD card 

Peripheral connections are DVI-D (HDMI connector chosen for size - maximum resolution is 

1280×1024),S-Video, USB OTG (mini AB), 4 USB ports, Ethernet port, Micro SD/MMC 

card slot, Stereo in and out jacks,RS-232 port, JTAG connector, Power socket (5 V barrel 

connector type),Camera port and Expansion port. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARM_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas_Instruments_TMS320
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/720p
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        Figure 3. Embedded device diagram 

 

2.2 DESCRIPTORS: 

Descriptors[5] are the data structures that enable the host to learn about a device. Each 

descriptor contains information about the device as a whole or an element in the device. All 

USB devices must respond to requests for the standard USB descriptors. The device must 

store the contents of its descriptors and respond to requests for the descriptors. Here we have 

different types of descriptors in the ethenet emulation model are  

 

1.Device descriptors,  

2.configuration descriptors,  

3.End point descriptors, 

4.string descriptors. 

 

2.2.1. Device descriptors  
 

The device descriptor is the first descriptor the host reads on device attachment. The 

descriptor contains information the host needs to retrieve additional information from the 

device. A host retrieves a device descriptor by sending a Get Descriptor request with the high 

byte of the Setup transaction’s wValue field equal to 01h. 

 

2.2.2. Configuration descriptors  

 

After retrieving the device descriptor, a host can retrieve the device’s configuration, interface, 

and endpoint descriptors. Each device has at least one configuration that specifies the 

device’s features and abilities. Typically a single configuration is enough, but with driver 

support, a device with multiple uses or multiple options for power use can support multiple 

configurations. Only one configuration is active at a time. Each configuration requires a 

descriptor with information about the device’s use of power and the number of interfaces 

supported. Each configuration descriptor has subordinate descriptors, including one or more 
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interface descriptors and optional endpoint descriptors. A host retrieves a configuration 

descriptor and its subordinate descriptors by sending a Get Descriptor request with the high 

byte of the Setup transaction’s wValue field equal to 02h and the wLength field equal to 

wTotalLength. 

 

2.2.3. Endpoint descriptors 

  

Endpoint descriptors are used to describe endpoints other than endpoint zero. Endpoint zero 

is always assumed to be a control endpoint and is configured before any descriptors are even 

requested. The host will use the information returned from these descriptors to determine the 

bandwidth requirements of the bus. 

 

2.2.4. String descriptors 

 

 A string descriptor can store text such as the  device’s name or a serial number. Another 

descriptor may contain an index value that points to the string descriptor. The host reads 

string descriptors using Get Descriptor requests. 

 

3. EEM packet format: 
 

An EEM data packet, contains a header prepended to an Ethernet Frame. The EEM Packet 

header contains a bmType field to denote whether EEM packet is an EEM Data packet or 

EEM Command Packet. If the the bmtype is 0 that is a data packet otherwise it is a command 

packet. 

 
                                                       Figure4.EEM packet 

 

3.1 EEM data packet: 

 

An EEM Data packet is used to transport Ethernet frames over a USB cable. The EEM Data 

Packet header contains a bmCRC field to denote whether the CRC field in the Ethernet 

Frame contains a calculated CRC or a sentinel value of 0xdeadbeef followed by the length of 

the Ethernet Frame. If  bmCRC is 1 ethernet CRC calculated otherwise not calculated. 

 
    Figure 5.EEM data packet 

3.2 EEM command packet: 

An EEM Command packet provides local USB link management. The EEM command 

header and EEM command payload shall not be transmitted beyond USB driver layers. 

 
          Figure6.EEM command packet 
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 In the above EEM command packet bmreserved is 0 set as default and the bmEEMcmd has 

the following commands. An Echo command is used for USB link validation. EEM Echo 

commands can be initiated by either host or device. A single Echo Response command shall 

be sent in response to an Echo command . A Suspend Hint command  is initiated by the 

peripheral to inform the host the peripheral has entered a state where it is safe to suspend. The 

host is not required to make use of this information. A Response Hint command is initiated 

from the peripheral to inform the host of a suggested response time interval in which the host 

may suspend polling of the device. After receiving this command, the host may suspend 

polling for a time interval not to exceed the specified response time interval. The host may 

choose to ignore this hint. After receiving this Response complete command, the host may 

suspend polling until either the host transmits data to the device, or until a time interval not to 

exceed the specified timeout has elapsed. The host may choose to ignore this hint. A Tickle 

command may be initiated by the host to signal a timeout from a Response Complete Hint 

command. Because the host may choose to ignore the Response Complete Hint command, 

the device cannot depend upon a Tickle command being sent upon timeout.  

 

3.3 Zero length EEM: 

             It is a special type of packet in ethernet emulation model. Additional  packet is added 

to data at the time of data sending i.e zero length packet.  

 

     Figure 7.Zero length EEM 

4. Encapsulation of the packets: 

The payload of the USB packet contains any combination of a single EEM Packet 

(refer to Figure 8.1 USB Packet with single EEM payload), two or more EEM Packets (refer 

to Figure 8.2 USB Packet with EEM bundle) or a split EEM packet (refer to Figure 8.3 USB 

Packet with EEM bundle and split EEM).Host based Ethernet driver sends Ethernet frame to 

USB driver.  Host based USB driver accepts Ethernet frame from upper driver. Host based 

USB driver creates EEM packets by prepending header to Ethernet Frame.  Host based USB 

drivers packs EEM Packet into USB Packet.  

 
 
                Figure.8.1 USB Packet with single EEM payload 

 

 
         

Figure 8.2  USB Packet with EEM bundle 
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Host based Ethernet driver sends Ethernet frame to USB driver. Host based USB driver 

accepts Ethernet frame from upper driver. Host based USB driver creates EEM packets by 

prepending header to Ethernet Frame. EEM packets are bundles into USB Packet up to 

bMaxpacket and  Host based USB drivers splits EEM packet to bMaxpacket sized chunks. 

Each chunk is packed into a USB Packet. Host based USB driver sends USB Packets (with 

payload) across the wire to the device.  

 

 
            

                                                Figure 8.3  USB Packet with EEM bundle and split EEM 

 

 
                                                                Figure8.4 USB Packet with split EEM 

 

Ethernet Emulation Model (EEM) is a specification for inexpensive and efficient transport of 

Ethernet frame across the USB bus. EEM prepends the Ethernet frame (Ethernet header, 

payload, and CRC) with a small header to enable concatenation of frames within a USB 

transfer. EEM enables the leveraging of the extensive infrastructure that is implemented 

above Ethernet in USB hosts. 

     

5.DATA TRANSMISSION: 
 

EEM packet formats and handling of those packets is identical for host to device or device to 

host transactions. 

 

5.1.  Receiving Packets: 

 

In host or device EEM packets receiving same. How the data flow receiving as shown in the 

given flow chart. First the buffer containing the usb transfer, buffer set the readptr command 

before beginning of transfer and that packet is whether the command or data tested then 

which is that allocated to next stage this way receiving packets one after another by 

increasing the readptr and the condition fail that shows up transfer completed  
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                                                    Figure 9.Recieving packets flow 

 

5.2. Sending Packets: 

 

The last packet of the USB transfer shall be a short packet, to mark the end of the transfer. If 

the buffered data would not result in the last packet being a short packet, i.e. the data length is 

an exact multiple of bMaxpacket, an additional packet shall be added to insure that the last 

packet is a short packet. This additional packet can either be a ZLP (zero length packet) .In 
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sending packets if disable CRC ,the system performance increases and transfer rate also 

increases. 

 

Figure 10.Sending packets flow 
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6. System Testing: 

 
After the software and hardware designs have been completed, the ultimate generated codes 

are compiled and downloaded to the target system for testing. In the testing, PC is used as 

Host which is connected with USB cable to the device respectively. The RS232 cable is used 

to connect the host from device. IP address and subnet mask are set in both computers to 

ensure that the communication between them is in the same network. When the IP address of 

host is inputted by ping command, the results show that the how the data  transfer   between 

embedded device and host. The higher data rate will be obtained and the down link speed is 

high then compare to uplink speed. The test results also show that the communications from 

both sides are successful 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

In this paper Encapsulation of multiple Ethernet frames for higher data date through usb is 

possible by using the Ethernet emulation model technique. By using this specification we can 

also reduce over head on universal serial bus. Mainly  this paper will be useful in the wireless 

modem like future generation networks like LTE and Wimax services. we will continue our 

future work for higher data rate by using aggregation technique. 
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